03 malibu fuel pump

If the fuel pump in your Chevy Malibu is not working properly, your fuel lines may not be
pressurized enough, causing your engine to stall while you're driving or to have difficulty
starting in the first place. Replacing a fuel pump in the Malibu is not the simplest job. The fuel
pump resides in the fuel tank, and there's no access panel through the trunk, as there are in
some other vehicles, to quickly get to it. Despite this irritation, the process is rather
straightforward, albeit tedious. Expect to spend an entire afternoon on the project. Prop open
the hood of your Malibu. Disconnect the negative battery cable by loosening the negative
battery terminal nut with your wrench. Set the cable aside. Locate the Shraeder fuel pressure
valve on the fuel rail near the injectors of the engine compartment. Place a rag over the valve.
Press down on it to release the pressure of the fuel system. Engage the parking brake. Raise the
Malibu with your car jack. Lower the Malibu onto two jack stands. Slide under the vehicle. Put
on your latex gloves. Loosen the screw securing the metal hose rings around the vent and fuel
hoses of the gas tank. Pull the collars away from the overlapping joint of the hose and fuel tank
nozzles. Place a drainage bin below the fuel hose. Get the syphon ready. Pull off the fuel hose
from the gas tank. Quickly insert the siphon into the opening. Siphon out all of the gas from the
tank into a gas can. This action is necessary because on the Malibu, the gas filler pipe, through
which you could normally siphon out the gas from the tank, has a siphon block on it. Removing
the gas makes it easier and safer to lower the tank. Slide the floor jack under the gas tank.
Remove one of the two straps holding up the gas tank. Allow one end of the gas tank to fall onto
the floor jack. Pry the end away from the frame rail if it is stuck. Reach over the gas tank.
Disconnect the EVAP tube, the wiring harness and the return fuel line from the top of the fuel
pump. Remove the other strap holding up the gas tank. Let the tank rest on the floor jack. Lower
the floor jack enough to slide the gas tank out from under the Malibu. Hit the metal tabs of the
locking ring securing the fuel pump to the gas tank with your mallet and chisel. Hit the tabs in a
counterclockwise direction until the tabs unseat from the gas tank slots. Pull off the locking
ring. Pull the fuel pump out of the gas tank. Pull out the rubber o-ring from the opening.
Lubricate the new o-ring from the new fuel pump package. Set the o-ring on the opening of the
fuel tank. Insert the new fuel pump into the gas tank. Seat the locking ring around the new fuel
pump and into the slots of the gas tank. Turn on the Malibu. Wait 10 seconds. Turn the Malibu
off. Repeat this process 7 or 8 times until the engine turns over. This action pressurizes the fuel
system. Matt Scheer began writing professionally in He is also a certified Yoga teacher and Web
designer. Step 1 Prop open the hood of your Malibu. Step 2 Locate the Shraeder fuel pressure
valve on the fuel rail near the injectors of the engine compartment. Step 3 Engage the parking
brake. Step 4 Slide under the vehicle. Step 5 Place a drainage bin below the fuel hose. Step 6
Slide the floor jack under the gas tank. Step 7 Reach over the gas tank. Step 8 Hit the metal tabs
of the locking ring securing the fuel pump to the gas tank with your mallet and chisel. Step 9
Lubricate the new o-ring from the new fuel pump package. Step 10 Follow Steps 3 to 7 in
reverse order to remount the gas tank. In this tutorial I'm going to show you how to test the fuel
pump on the , , , , and 3. You'll be able to find out if the fuel pump is defective or not. Testing the
fuel pump is a piece of cake because the Chevrolet Malibu Pontiac G6 comes equipped with a
Schrader valve on the fuel injector rail. This valve allows a fuel pressure test gauge to be
connected to the fuel system so that you and I can check the fuel pump's output pressure.
NOTE: You can find the fuel pump circuit wiring diagram, for the 3. For the most part, fuel pump
failures fall into one of two categories. The most common is where the fuel pump fails
completely and it stops sending fuel to the fuel injectors. The end result is an engine that
cranks but does not start. In the second category of failures, the fuel pump continues to operate
but does not send enough fuel for the engine to run optimally. When this happens, the engine
will start and run but it'll run with a few drivability issues. You'll see one or more of the following
problems:. The most accurate way to test the fuel pump on your 3. This fuel pump pressure
tester is connected to the Schrader valve see photo above which is located on the fuel injector
rail. To be a bit more specific, it's located near the alternator and above fuel injector for cylinder
1. NOTE: If you don't have a fuel pressure test gauge, you can run down to your local auto parts
store and buy one there. You can also buy one online. When ready have your helper crank the
engine while you observe the fuel pressure tester gauge. The fuel pressure tester should
register: 3. This test result lets you know that the fuel pump is not supplying fuel to the engine.
Without fuel, the engine is not going to start. If your Chevy Malibu Pontiac G6 is cranking but
not starting, then you can conclude that the reason behind this is a defective fuel pump. This
lets you know that the fuel pump is defective. If the fuel pump is not supplying enough fuel to
the engine, the engine may start and run but it'll run badly. In these cases you'll see one or more
of the following:. CASE 3: The fuel pump registered a pressure within the specified range. This
lets you know that the fuel pump is working within normal parameters. In other words, it's not
defective. If your 3. Blower Motor Circuit Diagram 3. Starter Motor Circuit Diagram 3. Accelerator

Pedal Position Sensor Basics 3. Then we met. This material may not be reproduced without the
author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your
vehicle. Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this tutorial at a glance:. All Tutorials: 3. Do NOT follow this
link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Created on: Watch this video to learn how
fix your fuel system. The experts at 1A Auto show you how to replace the fuel pump and
sending unit on your Chevy Malibu. Brought to you by 1AAuto. I'm Mike Green. I'm one of the
owners of 1AAuto. I want to help you save time and money repairing and maintaining your
vehicle. I'm going to use my 20 plus years' experience restoring and repairing cars and trucks
like this to show you the correct way to install parts from 1AAuto. The right parts installed
correctly. That's going to save you time and money. Thank you and enjoy the video. In this
video, we're going to replace the fuel pump and the fuel gauge sending unit in this Malibu, same
as any '97 to '03 Malibu as well as some Cavaliers, some Aleros and Sunfires. If you don't hear
that, then most likely, you need to replace your fuel pump. Tools you'll need are jack and jack
stands. You'll want to jack the rear of the car up just about as high as you can and secure it
safely. You'll need Phillips and flat blade screwdrivers, 7, 10, and 13 millimeter sockets with
ratchet and extension, a hammer, and an impact tool, which is a chisel or a large screwdriver,
and pliers. In this first part, we show you how to release the fuel pressure. If your fuel pump is
gone, then you probably do not need to do this, but we show you how to do it anyways. The first
thing you want to do is de-pressurize the fuel system, so basically, with the car running, you
come in here to this fuse center, and now you're going to want to pull out the fuel pump relay,
which is number 18, the small one here, which is this one here. You pull that out and after a
while, your car will stop running because it runs out of fuel. An 8-millimeter wrench, disconnect
your negative battery cable. Right here the straps that hold the tank up. What you want to do is
take some penetrating oil and spray the tops of the bolts on those straps. You've got fuel neck
that connects right here. We're going to use a regular screwdriver and loosen up that clamp.
You want to grab onto that hose and just twist it and pull it and break it free and then pull it off.
There's a connector right here. You want to pull this safety tab out of this one and pull that
connector out and there. Just remove that, and it probably doesn't hurt to pull this safety strap
out, disconnect this harness, and disconnect these harnesses. As you look up behind the gas
tank, you see a fuel filter, okay, and this little green clip. What you want to do is To better
illustrate this, I'm going to show you on a new sending unit that I've actually replaced in this
vehicle and down on the ground so you can see it easily. These are our new clips, so you can
see how they work here, just like up there, you pry this like that and then you kind of pinch and
push that through and then if this is your line, it comes right out. One more time here. You pry
and pull this tab up, pinch and push it, and pull it out. You can see here I have it open and
pushed up and out, and then I can pull the line off, and I stop there because fuel will leak out, so
you want to have a catch can underneath. A little bit of fuel comes out, and the same thing for
this upper one. Clip and push up. I'm going to go to the upper clip. I'm just using that
screwdriver because my fingers can't get in there very well, and if you push the line on a little
tighter and then try and push that clip, that usually helps as well. This goes here. Basically,
what you need to do is push it on, pinch the sides really well, and push it off. Pull this out here,
so you basically want to press here and then start pulling on that plastic and pull it off. There's
a heat shield between the exhaust and the tank that if you loosen up, it makes it a lot easier. Pull
the black pin out. Once you remove that pin, then there's a millimeter and a 3. Once you remove
those, the shield is then loose enough that it flexes and moves out of your way when you need
it to. Here, I'm removing those 7-millimeter bolts, and the only difficult one is the one that's up in
the front and the center. You just have to pull or push the exhaust pipe out of the way to get to
it. You see we've got our tank being supported in the middle, and now we're going to remove
the driver's side strap. Here, I just use a millimeter socket, ratchet and extension. I'm just doing
the beginning to show you that it can be done pretty easily with hand tools, and this is where
preparing it beforehand with penetrating oil comes in very big. Now, I'm going to pull my straps
down. The passenger side strap, you can actually twist and pull down and out, but then lower
the jack and carefully bring the tank down. Nothing will come out of the large filler tube,
because there is a valve that prevents that, but you may get gas coming out of some of the
smaller lines, so be careful, and it pulls down and out. A pair of needle-nosed pliers. This one
right here, you just push it on, squeeze the edges here. It'll pull right off. You've got a little
locking tab on the top of this connector. Push it on. Take your needle-nosed pliers and work the
tab right out. Disconnect this, and then the little tab here, disconnect that harness. Let's see
here. I can't get these two lines out of this clamp, either. I need a chisel and a hammer. A
screwdriver would probably work as well. I'm going to tap this locking ring in a different Take

this out. Remove our old O ring. Make sure there's no debris in there. Put the new O ring. Put in
our new assembly. We've got a square connector. Our new sending unit has an oval connector.
That's because this unit fits a number of different vehicles, so what we're going to do is plug in
a new lead and put it in this safety lock there. Okay, so now these all match. We have a larger
black and a narrower black. The larger black goes to this first wire. The narrower black goes to
the black and white stripe, and then a purple and a brick, so what I'm going to do is tap into our
existing harness, using wire taps. That'll work quite easily. I'll fast forward here as I make those
other three connections. Again, I use the wire taps to tap into the existing harness. To me, it's
cleaner just to leave that old connector on there the way it is, and it works just the same. Fast
forward. As I put the tank back up in there, obviously it's better to have less fuel in the tank, but
if your fuel pump quits, you don't always get to choose. When you have the sending unit out,
you can pour some gas out into a gas can, lighten the load some. Put it up in the there. Put the
jack back under, move it back and forth to get it to go up in there nice and clean. Keep the work
pace up as I put the straps up in place. Start the bolts. I'll use an impact wrench to get them
most of the way, and then at the end, tighten them up with a regular wrench, just to make sure
you don't over-tighten them. Okay, so tightening up those straps. Then, after I tighten up the
straps, reconnect all the harnesses into the body junction block there, and then reconnect the
large line to the canister, which requires a good, firm push in. We're reconnecting the fuel lines
here. The new unit comes with some little green line protectors. Make sure you take those out,
obviously, and then reconnect the lines. Not a very good shot of it here. Sorry, but it's putting
them on and locking the clips down into them. Now, real fast here, make sure you put that
shield back in place. Use the clip that clips it in, the millimeter bolt, and the three 7-millimeter
bolts. Make sure you put the clamp back up there if it fell off the filler neck and reconnect the
hose to the filler neck and put that clamp on there and tighten it up. Put our fuel pump relay
back in. Okay now what you want to do is cycle the key a couple times. Check to make sure the
fuel gauge is working. Check underneath make sure there's no fuel leaks or anything. We hope
this helps you out. Brought to you by Please feel free to call us toll free, We're the company
that's here for you on the internet and in person. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm
ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Our how-to videos have helped repair over million vehicles.
Track Order. Free Shipping My Cart. Proceed To Checkout. Video Library. Share on:. Copy URL.
Pull out the fuel pump relay which is 18 in this car. After awhile your car will stop running
because it runs out of fuel. Use an 8mm wrench to disconnect the negative battery cable. Spray
the bolts on the straps holding the fuel tank with penetrating oil. Loosen up the clamp at the top
of the fuel neck. Grab onto that hose and twist it free and pull it off. Unplug the connectors by
pulling out the safety tabs. Unclip the green clip behind the fuel tank by prying the tab and
pinching to disconnect the line. Make sure you have a catch pan ready because this will leak
fuel. Repeat on the upper line with the blue tab. Disconnect the rest of the hoses. Loosen the
heat shield between the exhaust and the tank. Support the tank and remove the straps. Use your
needle nose pliers to disconnect the locking tab at the top of the connector. Unplug the wiring
from the fuel pump assembly. Use a chisel and hammer to remove the locking ring. Pull the fuel
pump assembly up and out. Remove the old O ring. Put in the new O ring Place the new
assembly in and lock the locking ring in place by turning it clockwise into the brackets. Secure
with hammer and chisel. Plug in the new lead and use wire taps to connect the wiring with the
old square ended lead. New large black lead connects to the old black lead. New thin black lead
connects to old black and white lead. Purple and purple leads connect as do the grey ones.
Jack the tank back up. Bolt the straps back in, tightening the bolts with a hand wrench.
Reconnect all the harnesses. Reconnect the big tube. Reconnect all the fuel lines, remembering
to remove the little green line protectors. Secure the heat shield. Reconnect the fuel neck. Put
the fuel pump relay back in. Reconnect the battery. Cycle the key a couple times to make sure
the fuel gauge is working. Start the car and check underneath for any fuel leaks. Watch video.
Materials, Fluids, and Supplies Rust Penetrant. Sockets - Metric 13mm Socket 7mm Socket
10mm Socket. Wrenches - Metric 8mm Wrench. Shop Products. Search 1A Auto videos for your
car repair. Year Save this video to my 1A Auto Account. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the
highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards.
USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate
auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair
videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of
Use Privacy Policy. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers

who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question.
Please enter a question. Fuel level sensor utilizes palladium silver alloy for increased durability
and better resistance against bad fuel. Utilizes a high strength, POM plastic to prevent tubes
from breaking, this improves durability and stability. Should the fuel pump be faulty, it is
removed from the tank through an access panel above the tank in the passenger compartment.
When no access panel exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel tank must be
lowered from the vehicle to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump supply and return
hoses, as well as EVAP system hoses, and electrical connections to the pump must be
removed. Once the pump is out, any reusable brackets and pick up screens are attached to the
new pump, then the new pump is installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line external filter, a
filter is often replaced. All hoses and electrical connections are re-established. Fuel is added to
the tank and the engine is run to test for leaks. Skip to main content. You can return the item for
any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns.
How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it!
In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon Sold by Autoforever Details. Ships from. Sold by.
Autoforever Fuel Pump Ass Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: AutoForever. About this
item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by Autoforever and
ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
More to consider from our brands. Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? Product Description. Meets or exceeds OE manufacturer's specifications. How to replace
the fuel pump? Customers who bought this item also bought. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United
States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. I did like the hoses that connects to the fuel lines They will close up I tie them to
something straight To keep them from closing up. But they. Will bend And you might the pumps
bad but it wont be the lines will bend. And fuel will not flow others wise Good product for
money. The fuel pump was the right part. Very good quality. Good quality. See all reviews.
Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Auto Parts Depot. Auto Parts
Outlets. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Filter your results by entering your Year, Make, Model to ensure you find
the parts that fit your vehicle. The fuel pump removes fuel from the tank and pressurizes it for
use in the fuel delivery system. On older vehicles, a mechanical fuel pump driven by the
camshaft was used. On most modern vehicles, an ele
ford transit owners manual
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ctronic pump located in the tank pumps the fuel directly from the tank through the rest of the
system. It is activated as soon as you turn the key to create fuel pressure for startup. If you try
to start your car and it won't fire, listen near your fuel tank when you turn the key on. If your fuel
pump is no longer turning on or is failing, you may hear a whining noise or no noise at all from
the fuel tank. If it is still working intermittently, you may also notice misfires or a rough running
engine that may stall. Skip to content. Filter By. Electric Or Mechanical Electric Mechanical Flow
Rate GPH 10 gph 5 gph 3 gph 3 11 gph 4 12 gph 26 gph 3 13 gph 5 14 gph 14 15 gph 38 16 gph
20 17 gph 19 18 gph 47 19 gph 16 20 gph Voltage V 12 Volt Outlet Diameter in 0. Outlet Diameter
mm 10mm 12mm 1 13mm 3 16mm 1 8mm 9mm 1 M Inlet Diameter mm 10mm 12 14mm 1 15mm 1
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